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Editor’s Note
THIS ISSUE IS DEDICATED TO MARILYN FRENCH, DISTIN-

guished novelist, feminist theorist and historian, and inspi
ration to women of many generations and backgrounds all
over the world. Author of the landmark 1977 novel The
Women’s Room, Marilyn changed the landscape of how
women thought about themselves and their lives, thus
opening up possibilities for all of us. The Women's Room
sold two million copies and was published in 20 countries.
Over 30 years later, it is being reissued within the next few
months by Penguin Group USA, with Forewords by m y
self and Dorothy Allison, and a new Preface by the author.
W e mourn the loss of a beloved friend. Her work and be
ing lives on.
LINSEY

{*}
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Introduction
PRESIDENT OBAMA HAS SERVED FOR OVER IOO DAYS. FOR

some he has been heroic, more left of center than imag
ined. For others he has been too conservative, and not done
enough. The economic crisis which began with a bit of
mortgage fraud in our banks, amongst our financiers, has
now reached global proportions, and journalists use num
bers in the billions and trillions. Each one of us knows
someone out of work, recently fired, or others worried
about losing their jobs in the future. There are earthquakes
in China and wildfires rage through the Western U. S. In
Buddhism, it is taught that the realization of all our poten
tial, our buddha nature, is simple. A ll we need to do is
control our own mind by the practice of patience, generos
ity and kindness. So is it simple or deceptively complex the
fixing of banks, environment and our minds. As writers we
can only begin in our present moment, the sitting, the
clicking of keys on a computer, the coffee or tea in a mug.
The simple acts of re-imagining a world where nothing is
simple, are the beginnings of change.
MICHELLE
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The Voice of the Courtyard
at the American Colony Hotel
by Elana G reenfield ( N Y C , 2007 )

If you give yourself to me you w ill never find out who you
are
Actually, you are no one
The light gold thirsty landscape is quenched
Order your coffee the waiter is here.
If you rest in my arms
If you rest in my arms which are made of gardens and the
play of light
on stone archways all across the east
you w ill never do anything with your life.
{Your fate w ill be bougainvillea endlessly exploding towards the
Mediterranean sky
Your fate w ill be honeysuckle and evening air}
A ll kisses start in the citrus tree
It is all one kiss— it travels.
I am not impressed with the high oak doors
or the missionaries from Savannah
they are both dangerously stable.
In particular there is one missionary who works in the
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Hotel Europa
She has lived in the old city for fifty years.
Remember the connection between heat and death— one
must give in
A ll kisses begin in the citrus tree
It is all one kiss— it travels.
W hen the sand stops blowing camels open confoundingly
pretty eyes
in which there is a story so long and so hilarious
that everything falls silent in the bliss of its unfolding.
There is no event, only laughter.
History is
as you sit in the shade just out of the blindingness of
Yerushalaim
Your grandfather mourns his wife and your mother her mother
there is a perfectly intact ice-cube in the middle of the
desert
This is your forehead
This is your eye
Remember the connection between heat and love— one
must give in.
Order more coffee the waiter is here.
I am not impressed with the high oak doors or the
missionaries from Savanna
they are both dangerously stable.
Your fate is bougainvillea endlessly exploding up
towards the

GREENFIELD
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Mediterranean sky.
Your fate is honeysuckle and evening air.
Remember the connection between heat and love— one must give in.
A t one moment you walk along the water
And the next you are gone
W hen asked your name: say Rasputin
W hen asked why you came: say for the waters
W hen you are told the city is landlocked
Say you were misinformed
Look at your hands— you are quite high above the ground— look
at your hands it w ill not matter
Say
Say
Say
Say

you are Fatmah
you are the woman who does the laundry in the grove
your face is tattooed
your father is a majnun

You are, as is everyone, a trunk around which the invisible
vines of the Middle East grow
Sit perfectly still
It is already happening
And you don’t need to know what it is
And you can’t say what it is
Look at your hands— you are quite high above the ground
Look at your hands
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The Catalyst
by A lfred Corn

MIRANDA TURNED TO LOCK UP, HOLDING THE SCREEN

door partly open. Sunlight angled in from the south side of
the porch, so that hard shadows, one of them hers, stood
out against the front porch’s blue-painted floorboards. A
trembling needle of glare rebounded from the brass door
knob— or rather a miniature sunburst of needles. Eye
catching, and, anyway, she had this habit of interrogating
her surroundings, as though a porch or a doorknob could
be pregnant with meaning, could trigger a decision or an
action. But you need a wide survey to turn up anything
helpful. This morning’s message must be something
mucky, to judge by a line of bird droppings speckling the
stone steps down to the walk and the fact that a friendly
dog had left his calling card on the lawn. N othing espe
cially enlightening, and Miranda wondered whether she or
Rob would be saddled with clean-up detail. Meanwhile,
spring-warmed earth and flower fragrances in the air were
enough to distract anyone from the process of “stalking
insights,” as Arlette constantly teased her for doing. W ell,
that’s just the gentle satire of a friend, she explained to the
internal scorekeeper. Still, I am too self-absorbed, which is
why I have trouble ever making plans and carrying them
out. W eird how that basic tentativeness clashed with her
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own decisive body language, the direct gaze, the long neck
she was often conscious of whipping around like an of
fended swan when people behind her spoke or touched her
shoulder.
The house she and Rob had lived in for six years resembled
every other overgrown bungalow in the neighborhood of
Clifton. N ot literally. For the McCarthys’ brick construc
tion and square white columns, the place next door might
substitute brown shingles and dark green window-frames,
and the one next over, white clapboard and black shutters,
but the effect was the same: all exhibited the dull patina of
the proprietor’s quiet self-approval. It would be a mistake
to expect anything else in the academic ghetto of Cincin
nati, which counted professional blandness as one of the
strongest arguments in favor of Clifton real estate.
Miranda resided there, but it wasn’t home. N ot the
neighborhood, not Cincinnati, in fact, no location in the
state of Ohio would ever seem anything but skin-deep to
someone who had grown up in Brooklyn, with almost
daily strolls along the Promenade, the vistas onto Manhat
tan’s spiky lower tip grown so predictable that you stopped
seeing them at all. U ntil Uncle Matthew, whose hand she
held, would call his little charge’s aimless attention to al
terations in the skyline or some gaily colored but unrecog
nizable flag flying from the mast of a ship moving into the
harbor.
Someone she didn’t know, thirty-three, thirty-five,
bearded, was sitting in a car parked curbside, unoccupied,
just watching. W hich people didn’t do, not in Clifton.
She closed the door of the Volvo and glanced in its rear
view mirror, but he wasn’t in range, even when she tilted
it. How concerned should she be? She flipped on the A/C
I 5>
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(the car had been sitting in the sun) and began backing
out. Though the crime rate jumped this past year, nothing
had happened on their block. Anyway, the burglar alarm
was set, so she wasn’t going to be anxious, at least, not
about
break-ins.
Like radio, today’s burning issue switched back on: an
noyance at Rob. Annoyance or something even stronger,
fused with the image of him, someone she never described
as her “husband,” standing at his study door that morning.
“I’m not having dinner here, Ran.” He scowled an unapologetic smile through his neatly trimmed beard before
stamping back inside the study to reach for a sheaf of pa
pers on the desk. His agenda: morning classes, lunch with
Karen Waters, afternoon conferences with students, after
which he planned to meet Charles for a drink and dinner.
Always Charles. She said nothing and then Rob cleared his
throat and walked away.
The car was out of the drive and turning into the street
now. She glanced once more at the stranger— handsome,
kind of— who, she was fairly certain, returned the look.
For Charles Dawson, having a taste for well-prepared
food was part of being patrician, a sub-category of his gen
eral distinction. Although a meal at some new restaurant
downtown might sometimes be welcome, Miranda wasn’t
ever asked to join them. Rob didn’t provide an explana
tion, in keeping with his usual m.o: Never apologize, never
explain, just lay it all out as a done deed. Charles’s retire
ment from the Religion Department of the university
hadn’t affected his mentor relationship to Rob, and cer
tainly didn’t soften his indifference to Miranda. A mentor
who was single and closet-gay, people said, even if they
lacked hard evidence; he’d been pretty careful. You never
saw him except in the company of friends, known quanti
{

6}
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ties of normality. N o, Miranda was sure people had it
wrong. Her Uncle Matt, the sweetest person ever, was, as
he termed it, “homosexual,” and she didn’t find much re
semblance. If you really paid attention, you noticed how
Charles’s gaze always zoomed in on any reasonably young
and viable female body within range. Besides, he’d once
given Rob a sheaf of letters, carbon copies of letters, w rit
ten many years ago to a girl whom he said he’d loved very
much and who had later died. Miranda read them over
Rob’s shoulder: exquisitely written, too well written, in
her sense of things, to qualify as real love letters. In any
case, bothering to save carbon copies for posterity sug
gested
. a
database,
not
a
heart.
Miranda had grown up in a circle where people thought
before they spoke, but she’d never known anyone whose
words and gestures and pauses and glances were all de
signed, well-oiled vehicles of extra significance if you cared
to notice. An innuendo virtuoso, Charles’s conversation
was continual allegory, a skill she partly envied since she
didn’t have it at all. Everything she said was thumpingly
literal and meant, which sometimes got her in trouble be
cause people found what they assumed were hints in her
words, unintended “signals” she hadn’t been attentive
enough
to
notice
and
censor.
She’d often wondered whether Charles had adopted an
apparently celibate status as a neat match to his academic
specialty (medieval monasticism in Northern Europe). But
just maybe she’d figured it wrong, and Charles was gay.
The attention he paid to Rob resembled love. And Rob
had the looks of a Gothic-novel icon, black hair and beard
flecked with only a little gray, intense black eyes glinting
fire when he set his students straight or told Miranda to

{7 I
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get over herself. Also, a physical construction that reflected
five weekly sessions— armed clashes, really— on the squash
court. But more important than Rob’s general attractive
ness was his status as Charles’s protege, the prime conveyer
of Professor Dawson’s intellectual legacy to the world of
religious history. Miranda hardly figured in the equation at
all, and, when the three were thrown together, Charles
seldom addressed a word to her. A ll she had to offer was
the female gender (couched in unspectacular flesh), non
chalance, and a sense of style lost on everyone except fa
vorably disposed friends.
Personal style, not fashion. She didn’t see spending a lot
of time shopping or nattering on with hairdressers. Her
clothes were ethnic imports, what Rob described as “an
thropological couture,” long batik skirts, African beads,
serapes. She liked them because they deftly sidestepped the
issue of whether to be trendy or not, something she could
never sort out to her satisfaction. But you can’t go naked,
and she trotted out her peasant blouses and amber bracelets
for every sort of event, fully aware Charles thought they
were silly. Aware, too, that she was flouting dress codes at
Cincinnati, where the Religion Department’s faculty wives
avoided fashion by another method: They went the mail
order catalogue route— reasonable prices, unremarkable
cuts, and sure to be more or less the same thing as their
friends and associates would be wearing.
Part of her wished she could be satisfied with that, a
protective coloration that would spare her some of the
comments slingshot in her direction when she appeared for
drinks at the Freiburgs, dinner with the Dunwoodies, or
the annual post-graduation reception. In predictable, har
monious settings, she was the dissonant note. W hich
had its advantages: Being billed as the eccentric artist
18}
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helped her get through the evening. Meanwhile, when she
practiced her oil painting, she took Vuillard as her model,
the way he had of juxtaposing oddly contrasting patterns,
print dresses in several hues against busily interesting
wallpaper, figuration on figuration. That couldn’t be acci
dental, no, it reflected her own way of seeing and thinking,
one (or more) frame(s) of reference superimposed, like pho
tographic double exposures. A mental habit Rob character
ized as charmingly unanalytical when he was in a good
mood. Otherwise, he said she was muddle-headed. “Like
all women,” she mentally supplied. During their eleven
years of marriage Rob had achieved enough self-mastery
not to say everything he thought.
Still, analysis does come in several different packages.
Defending her own brand of it, (to herself, not to anybody
else) she’d think of an incident, in some ways trivial, but
also revealing. The not exactly earth-shaking location was
the living room, where the gracious mistress of the house,
in anticipation of Rob’s colleagues coming to dinner, was
putting some flowers— stock, snapdragon, irises, lark
spur— into a sort of country-like arrangement. She glanced
up and saw herself in the facing mirror, which framed the
flowers, the brightly patterned Italian ceramic vase, Ma
dame House and Garden in Moroccan robe, and one of her
paintings positioned in the lower left corner. A perfect,
you’ve-got-it-all moment, the difference being that glossy
magazine comfort and visual chic jarred with her frame of
mind, directly opposed it. She raised an old question,
crumpled from being roughly handled so many times:
W hy, considering her belief that women should be com
pletely independent, didn’t she live up to it? Here she was,
freighted with diplomas and a fully operative brain, mak
ing her Contribution to Society as a glorified housewife,
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imagining that her painting m ight some day amount to
something if she could find time to work on it; and if she
could get back to N ew York. Snapdragon here, iris there....
Next room over in the mirror, a woman whose only ap
pealing features were smooth skin, hazel eyes, and high
cheekbones wiped her forehead with the back of her hand,
brushing aside a wisp of reddish-brown hair. It didn’t seem
startling to hear her own voice say: “Knowing what I
should do, in my case, is a substitute for actually doing it.”
For some people, stupidity, not inertia, was the ultimate
crime. If she had taken that image of domestic harmony
and made a painting of it, she would convey or try to con
vey that the surface loveliness— flowers, rococo ornament,
embroideries— concealed a stinging ambiguity: The mis
tress of the house knew she shouldn’t be in that picture.
And, guess what, she was going to leave things exactly as
they were. Something cool and withdrawn, some trait she
had in common with small mammals like lemurs or mar
mosets, wouldn’t let her be the other stereotype, either,
breathing fire, spouting slogans or, god forbid, acting on
them.
One explanation went this way: “Even though anatomy
isn’t destiny, if I’d been five-feet-ten instead of five-four,
things would be different. People tower over me, and it’s
too hard to confront them from a lower vantage point.” She
was who she was, at least. Meanwhile, Miranda had several
ploys she used as a means of not classifying herself— not
entirely— as a signed and sealed archetype of suburban
marriage. She was this aspiring artist, this Buddhist, free
ing herself from if not desire, then certainly ambition.
There was no need even to make a painting of that Interior
with Flowers and Trapped Mrs. , incidentally, because she’d
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already analyzed, according to her haphazard method, what
it could tell her, even down to the colors she was now not
going to paint it in. The more likely project for her was a
still life that would look good in the bedroom over the
dresser, a light-filled, meditative alternative to needling
irony. Besides, she had her own car and could go for a drive
if the walls started closing in.
Insurance office, an attorney’s, a 7-Eleven, an Exxon sta
tion. The steering wheel felt sticky, so she tugged on driv
ing gloves, gripping with one hand, then the other. De
spite the old addiction to doing nothing as opposed to
something, here she was on a fool’s errand, a mild if sneaky
form of betraying Buddhist rules of conduct, acting on
petty motives. Rob hadn’t said where he was meeting
Karen. If either of their cars was in Karen’s drive, it meant
they were having lunch at her place, and, if so, almost cer
tainly “doing it,” as Miranda had been imagining for a
while now. Karen Waters, the Provost’s young and sleek
assistant, had more clout than her job description sug
gested. A good many people in Administration, not just
the Provost, listened to her; which meant that mobs of
underlings had also been brought to heel. To maintain that
spun-steel hegemony she used what she had— a keen or
ganizational intelligence, x-ray intuition about people,
faintly exotic features and a knockout figure. She was C U ’s
one fashion icon, with hundred-dollar haircuts, nails done
weekly, little suits that showed the requisite inches of
thigh above the knee, and lips with a penciled outline.
Like a baby jet on amphetamine, she instantly mastered all
the player’s skills, knew when to send the well-worded
memo, and which people needed special attention at the
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faculty social gatherings. Miranda had watched her lavish
compliments on an associate prof in Romance language a
month before his tenure decision and then shuffle him
smilingly off at the next faculty function, when it hadn’t
gone through. She was one of Administration’s most valu
able assets and knew they knew that. The odd thing was
that Miranda couldn’t help liking her— all that unembar
rassed ambition and the way it paid off. The direct result
of an implacable sense of entitlement (unfortunately left
out of some otherwise interesting people’s makeup). Be
sides which, Karen seemed to like Miranda in turn, always
asking advice on what to see when she made her trips to
N ew York or presenting a swatch of upholstery fabric for
an artist’s appraisal. But maybe that was just part of
cozying up to Rob, who was one of her favorites— for
purely administrative reasons?
Miranda had sworn herself never to play the role of the
suspicious hausfrau, but during the past month the resolu
tion had caved in. Karen’s name seemed to come up every
day, partly because of calls made to Rob at home, a new
development with no precedents.
Sometimes it was
Miranda who answered, but then there were times when
Rob picked up in his study, telling her later that it had
only been telephone solicitation, even though she could
hear friendly, murmuring tones that continued for several
minutes, anyhow, much longer than you’d need to decline
making a contribution to the Firemen’s Benevolent Asso
ciation, et cetera. The clincher had come yesterday when
she tried to make a call, not realizing Rob was on, and
heard Karen say the word “darling” before either inter
rupted party realized she was there. In theory, Karen
could have innocently used the term with Rob, as Miranda
was pretty sure she’d heard her do before. But this time
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they both sounded edgy and apologetic. So she backed out
of the three-cornered conversation, feeling a queasy sort of
embarrassment. That incident crossed the invisible line
she’d somewhere drawn. Anticipation and dread made her
hands sweat inside the driving gloves. And yet, there had
been so many other facts the W eird sisters Doubt, Suspi
cion, and Jealousy could toss into their cauldron that she
wasn’t finally surprised to see, as Karen’s house hove into
view (stucco exterior, but painted a seductive, offbeat
mauve), Rob’s blue LeBaron in the drive. Feeling a case of
the shakes coming on, Miranda pulled to the curb. A ir
cooling died down as a suburban silence punctuated by
high-pitched, jittery bird cries replaced it. She looked
down at her— oh God— brown and blue batik skirt and
began to laugh, waves of side-splitting comedy that didn’t
(she wasn’t that far gone) turn into sobs. But the strangest
part was that the face that came into sharp focus in the
interior viewfinder wasn’t Rob’s. The person smiling his
bland smile at her was Charles.

A Turncoat
by A n n Lauinger

I made my song a coat...

I made my song a turncoat,
Re-versing line on line
T ill it molted, serpentine,
And I turned it inside out.
W riting plows a field
Where intention shouts haw,
W hile the mule, through snaffled jaws,
Snorts gee. W hen the Sibyl spelled
On leaves what she— raving— sang,
Ten thousand answers flew
In her dreaming cave: all true,
But the questions always wrong.
I made my coat a dress rehearsal
For a sail on a tacking boat,
But still the art of rehearsed reversal
Re-charted water and skies.
It takes so many turns of the coat
To learn to go serpent-wise.

An Apology to Lisa Minnelli
by Sara W hitney W illiam s

It w a s a c o l d a n d d r e a r y d a y i n M a r c h o f 1964, b u t
I kept a tight grip on my optimism as I registered at yet
another employment agency in Manhattan. Though rejec
tion had sharpened my despair, I still fervently believed
that somewhere in a city of six million there was a job for
an eighteen year old Indiana girl who couldn’t type. Upon
reaching Second Avenue, I was delighted when I noticed a
bookstore with a sign in the window offering free maps. In
spite of the fact that the city was laid out in a grid, my
sense of direction was often ambushed by the fascinating
sights, sounds, and smells of the city, and jeering construc
tion workers.
After collecting a map, I headed south on Second Avenue.
Near 57th Street I passed a storefront window with a dis
play of posters offering hourly showings of classic movies.
It wasn’t a theatre, but an old-fashioned ice cream parlor
called The Flick. Then I noticed a small Help Wanted sign
in the lower corner of the window. The only work experi
ence I’d had back in Indiana was waitressing, but in Man
hattan I’d discovered that restaurants only hired waiters.
Additional movie posters adorned the cranberry-colored
walls of the dimly lit restaurant filled with small marble
topped tables and wrought iron chairs. Two men drank
coffee in one of the walnut booths that lined one wall. Sa-
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loon-style doors at the back of the room partially concealed
a kitchen where I sensed perpetual motion.
After sitting down near the front window where streams
of daylight filtered in, I decided to order coffee until I was
distracted by detailed descriptions of ice cream concoctions
with names like, “Six Scoop Splurge” and “Ten Flavors in a
Trough” on the large menu clipped to a shiny napkin dis
penser.
“W hat can I get for ya?”
The waitress’ puffy face was nearly obscured by heavy
strands of dark hair that had escaped from her pony tail.
Her obesity was encased in a black leotard, and her mas
sive, dimpled thighs stretched the diamond pattern of her
fishnet stockings into horizontal ovals. She used curled
fingers to comb the renegade locks of hair behind her ears.
“Sorry to keep ya waitin,” she said, “but I’m the only girl
on duty and it takes forever to use the bathroom in this
get-up.”
“Could you tell me about the Help Wanted sign?”
She sighed and said, “W e always need waitresses. The
tips aren’t bad, but the owner’s a real asshole. Every time
he gets mad he fires someone.”
My heart started beating really fast. “Could I talk to
him?”
She nodded and disappeared behind the saloon doors.
A beefy, broad shouldered man appeared at once. As he
appraised me with deeply hooded, reptilian-shaped eyes, I
saw that his askew face had known a few barroom brawls.
“I’m George,” he said. “Y a lookin’ for a job?”
“I sure am,” I said, thinking that I’d never heard such a
gravelly voice.
“How old are ya?” George asked.

1 16}
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“Eighteen.”
“Y a got proof?”
“Yeah,” I snapped, feigning a bravado I didn’t feel.
George studied my Indiana driver’s license with a smirk
and then he asked, “Did ya come to N ew York wit yer
mutha?”
“N o ,” I said.
“W e ’re open twenty-four hours a day and my girls hafta
work when I need ’em ta work. Ya gotta problem
w id’dat?”
“N ope.”
He nodded and said, “Y a get a buck-twenty an hour,
plus tips.”
As my eyes scanned the empty tables George shouted to
the plump waitress who had referred to him as an asshole,
“Hey Sylvia, the new girl thinks she’s not gonna have
enough customers.”
They both roared with laughter.
George was still grinning when he turned back to me.
His crooked teeth were the color of light coffee. “W e ’re
mobbed from six o’clock on,” he said. “But the minute I
got more girls than I need, I send some home. Bitchin’
about that, or anything else around here, gets ya fired.”
My heart started thudding. He was talking like I was
already hired. “W hen can I start?” I asked.
“Get yerself back here in uniform and high heels by five
o’clock and ya work tonight.”
It was difficult to contain my joy as he handed me a card
with the address of Theatrical Costumes and said, “Tell
’em George sent ya and you’ll get a big discount.”
After he disappeared into the kitchen, Sylvia rushed up
to me and said, “H e’s not really an asshole. He grew up
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poor on mean streets in the Bronx, but I’m tellin’ ya, un
derneath all that gruffness, he’s a really nice gu y.”
“Thanks for telling me,” I said. “I m ight have missed
it.”
A t 5:00 PM, I was back at the Flick in a body-hugging,
scoop neck black leotard, and fishnet stockings. Starched
white wrist cuffs and a white collar with a black bow tie
made us appear to be trying to emulate Playboy Bunnies,
but not one of the six waitresses gathered for the evening
shift had an hourglass figure.
Buying dinner was mandatory for the employees. I sat at
a miniature table along the kitchen wall and studied the
menu. Coffee was 50 cents, French fries a $ 1 .0 0 . Burgers
were a whopping $2.25!
I ordered a grilled cheese sandwich which seemed over
priced at 50 % off $1.55. On cloud nine to have the job,
along with Marge, the other new girl, I listened intently to
Sylvia’s instructions. Her three months at The Flick gave
her the most seniority of the seven waitresses gathered for
the evening shift.
“Bus your own tables,” Sylvia advised. “If the dish
washer gets there first, he’ll pinch your tips. And if you
feel overwhelmed tonight, just be grateful yer startin’ on a
weeknight. It ain’t pretty when a new girl gets broken in
on a Saturday.”
By 6:30 that evening, The Flick was crammed with
people and I was racing non-stop between my seven-table
station and the kitchen. Many customers ordered sand
wiches, and almost everyone selected a treat from a m ulti
tudinous list of ice cream creations. W hen I heard George
berating Marge for getting an order mixed up at the cash
register, I felt grateful that I’d at least had the experience
of working in a soda fountain one summer back in Indiana.
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In the kitchen, behind chest-level, saloon-style doors, all
the bodies were in perpetual motion. Two young Black
men worked feverishly to fill the orders we waitresses
clipped to a revolving stainless steel cylinder. It was sus
pended from the ceiling between the ice cream freezers and
the grill.
Lavonne was short with doorway-wide shoulders. His
deep chocolate skin shone with perspiration as he fried
burgers, ladled soups, and dropped frozen, crinkle-cut po
tatoes into bubbling oil.
Scottie was tall and lean and had a huge halo of frizzy
hair. His skin was the color of light coffee and his cheeks
were sprinkled with cinnamon colored freckles. He called
us waitresses “honey buns,” with a perceptible southern
drawl. Scottie’s slender body curled downward into a large
freezer as his long, sinewy arms scooped ice cream from
ten-gallon containers to create concoctions fast.
Both men appeared to be doing the work of two, but
additional bodies in their cramped workspace would have
impeded their efficiency. In spite of the pandemonium,
they found time to flash easy smiles and look us waitresses
up and down with seeming approval.
A disheveled, unshaven dishwasher perspired profusely
in clouds of steam as he sprayed scalding water onto steel
trays loaded with dirty dishes. Though his eyes were unfo
cused and the embers of his dangling cigarette seemed on
the brink of singeing his lips, he still managed to leer at us
waitresses as our orders were being filled.
Sylvia sided up to me and whispered, “A treatment cen
ter for alcoholics places a different dishwasher with us
every few weeks. They’re assigned to us when they’re near
the end of their recovery program, but once they’re work
ing for George they relapse fast.
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“Order up, Sylvia!” Lavonne yelled.
By 9:00 PM George only bellowed. A t the height of the
pandemonium, after Margie slipped on the greasy floor in
the kitchen and a large order went crashing onto the floor,
he fired the flush-faced girl on the spot. I didn’t have time
to feel sorry for her. George divided her station amongst
the rest of us, and I started hefting trays laden with sun
daes, burgers and fries to ten tables instead of eight.
George sent me home at 11:30 that first night. I didn’t
mind. The flow of customers was beginning to ebb, and I
was bone weary, but my apron pockets bulged with bills
and sagged with change. I’d only received an occasional
dime tip at the soda fountain back in Indiana. Now, many
customers left a dollar bill. Plus, I was also making $1.25
per hour instead of the 65 cents I’d earned in at the soda
fountain. I was going to be able to pay my rent.
On Thursday I went home with bulging pockets again.
On Friday, I earned more in tips than the previous two
nights put together. On Saturday, after hearing the other
girls referred to it as, ‘money night,’ I was too excited to
feel my fatigue. By ten pm, the clatter of dishes and din of
conversation was thunderous. Every table was full and the
line of waiting customers flowed out onto Second Avenue.
Even George looked happy. I was too. After hours of non
stop hustling, my feet ached and I was covered with
smudges of sticky ice cream toppings, but my pockets
were heavier than ever.
I didn’t mind forking over the customary weekly twenty
dollars for Lavonne and Scottie along with the other girls,
because they’d worked like madmen to help us serve our
customers fast. As Scottie tried to strike up a conversation
with me, Sylvia sidled up, tilted her nose in the air and
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hissed, “Your upper, upper Eastsider wants you. Snobs like
her aren’t used to w aiting.”
She cast her eyes toward the cashmere-clad, elegantly
slim young mother to whom I’d served black coffee. Her
youngster was struggling with a gargantuan sundae.
My customer didn’t seem snobbish to me. She simply
asked about the time of the next movie.
“Let me check,” I said. For the first time I realized I
hadn’t seen any of the hourly “flicks” promised on posters
in the front window of the restaurant.
George flashed a lop-sided grin as I approached the cash
register. He cupped his hand and shouted into my ear,
“Y ou ’re not doin’ too bad, kiddo.”
Once I asked about a movie, however, he frowned and
said, “It’s a pain in the ass to get the projector going, and
once the damn thing’s running, customers stop ordering. If
anybody asks about a movie, tell 'em they just missed one
and it w ill be quite a while before there’s another.”
I parroted the last part of George’s explanation to my
customer. She drained her coffee cup, calmly set it on the
table and said, “I brought my son to see a ‘flick.’“
Everything about her effortlessly summoned class. “I’ll
check again,” I murmured.
George peered over my shoulder, but his face softened
upon seeing the chic young mother.
Minutes later, the projector was rolling and the silent
antics of Larry, Curly and Moe, in the black-and-white
classic, A Plumbing W e W ill Go, flickered onto a screen
beside the saloon doors leading to the kitchen. As chil
dren’s laughter rang out over the din, few customers placed
orders during the brief flick, but afterward, my stylish
customer paid her check and slipped me a whopping five
dollar tip.
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On Saturday at the Flick, I was greeted by the aroma of
marijuana as I headed down the basement steps. A cross
dripping blue tears and bearing the words, “Jesus Saves,”
covered one biceps of the new, long haired employee. His
other arm was adorned with a heart torn asunder, but
bound together by a serpent. I sensed the guy had a history
every bit as colorful as his tattoos.
He gazed at me from eyes that reminded me of pictures
of the Turquoise Coast in Turkey that I’d seen in The Na
tional Geographic and said, “My soul mate has just arrived.”
I forced a laugh and said, “Can’t smoking that stuff get
you in a world of trouble?”
He grinned and said, “It’s the only thing keeping me
sane without you.”
His companions roared with laughter as he extended the
hand rolled cigarette to me.
After holding the inhale in my lungs as he instructed, I
started laughing too. As I made the slow climb upstairs to
face the bedlam that was about to begin, I couldn’t re
member ever feeling so happy.
By midnight, however, I felt tense and exhausted, but
The Flick was still crowded with customers. Sylvia moved
beside me to place an order.
“I don’t know how I’m gonna make it till morning,” I
told her.
“I’m barely surviving myself,” she said.
Jinx appeared between us and said, “I’ve got just the
thing for you sweethearts.”
He produced a small vial of tiny white pills and shook
one into Sylvia’s palm. She popped it into her mouth w ith
out hesitation. I did the same.
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W ithin minutes every cell in my body felt buoyant. I
floated out of the kitchen with several orders, and then
took menus to a table with an elegantly dressed woman
accompanied by two men in tuxedos. The woman’s thick
dark hair was cut in a tousled, pixie style. She had on
bright red rouge, and her eyes were as large and dewy as
those of the children in the Keane paintings that were the
current rage in tourist galleries in the Village. Miss Pixie
gripped my wrist and spoke with a throaty voice. “Leave
the menus, but do not pass go or do any other thing until
you bring me a cup of strong black coffee. ”
N ow feeling boundless energy, I served my demanding
customer in a flash. She held me captive again as her party
asked about the menu. In spite of my waiting customers, I
felt mellow.
Miss Pixie finally decided on a club sandwich and iced
tea, but once the men ordered cheeseburgers, shakes and
fries, she batted her long false lashes and pouted, “If the
guys are going to eat that greasy stuff, so am I.”
After they all changed their minds several times, one of
the men said, “Tell the chef to hurry it up, w ill you? W e
have to get to a soiree.”
Feeling mellow, I suppressed a giggle and wrote, Please
Rush, on my order before clipping it onto the cylinder,
then served beverages to Miss Pixie and her companions.
Next, I darted ice cream concoctions to two tables, coffee
to another, and then sundaes to a couple and their unruly
children.
After serving customers at three more tables, I glided
back to the kitchen. W hile loading Miss Pixie’s order onto
a tray, George’s words reverberated in my ear like thunder.
“W hy in the hell didn’t you tell me you had a famous cus
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tomer?” I swung around. My tray smashed into his chest.
An avalanche of dishes and food crashed onto the floor.
George screamed, “You fucking idiot!” My pill euphoria
shattered, I said, “I’ll get the broom.”
“The broom nothing,” George shrieked, “Do you think
I’m made of money?” He fell to his knees and began sepa
rating the food from the shattered glass on the greasy floor.
Stunned by the horror of it all, I didn’t move until
Lavonne thrust warm clean plates into my hands.
“Help me get this order back together,” George
shouted, “and don’t come bellyaching to me about a de
duction in your next check.”
I sank to my knees but only watched George reassemble
the order, and then he thrust the tray into my hands and
pushed me out of the kitchen. I served my elegant custom
ers with downcast eyes.
Back at his perch at the cash register, George jerked his
head to summon me. “Don’t come bellyaching to me about
a deduction in your next pay check,” he hissed. “Employees
hafta pay for the dishes they break. “ By the way,” he said,
“always tell me when someone famous comes in so I can
personally welcome them.”
“W ho are you talking about?”
He rolled his eyes toward Miss Pixie and whispered,
“That’s Lisa M innelli!”

NOTHING IS SIMPLE
Depression era hoboes traveled the country for work They used
symbols to help others who would follow in their path Locations
were marked with coal or chalk on walls, sidewalks and fences Try
matching these symbols with their meanings

A NICE WOMAN LIVES HERE

yw/

MAY G ET MONEY HERE
BREAD HERE
CAMP HERE

XL

//

A MAN WITH A GUN LIVES HERE
THIS HOUSE IS GUARDED
G E T O U T OF HERE FAST
A W EALTHY MAN LIVES HERE

#
ooo
U

9

WORK AVAILABLE HERE
A POLICEMAN LIVES HERE
BEWARE OF BARKING DOG
BAD WATER HERE

Cortes
by C ynthia C ru z

On the ravishment of the N ew W orld,
Cortes and his cohorts: five hundred or so
Gun totting, germ carrying
Boys, their eighteen or so war
Horses, gorgeous, in silver
Chest plates. And the savage
Mastiffs and wolfhounds. A t the shore,
The natives offered the men food and
Masks. Malinalli, Tenepal, Malintzin,
Baptized, Dona Marina. The Mexican
Eve, or Pocohantas. La
Chingada, slut, and mother of all
Mixed bloods. Exotic, wild, and sold
By her mother. Lovely
Malinche, translating ambassador,
Loving the Master. U ntil, he, of course,
Left her. Sailed back to Spain
In his pretty procession of
Warrior boats. After shiploads of jewels and
Hillsides of bodies, then there was
Measles and mumps, yellow fever,
Gonorrhea, and pox. Contagion’s ghost
Shadowing the men as they
Made their merry way.

{
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California
by C ynthia C ru z

My friend Billy dressed as a boy.
She cut her long blonde hair off
So that her father would stop
Always touching her.
N igh t is when death and his daughters arrive.
She stood in the dark
On the side of the Imperial
Highway waiting for anyone
W ho would take her.
W e lived in the Blue House
In an abandoned car wash.
A ll of us, orphans and fucked
Feral children.
Most of us are dead now and
Cannot speak.
N ights, we inebriated and melted
Into the concrete floor of the Blue House.
{27 }
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Heaven was a sexless
Slumber party.
In the mornings we’d lose Germ,
The beautiful fifteen year old.
Outside the makeshift hospital,
He sold himself
For H. Do whatever it takes
To kill the breathing
Memory animals. W e stayed
A t the Blue House
Listening to Bowie’s Heroes
In German. And watched the same movie
Over and over. The one about the thirteen-year old
Junkie turned prostitute
In platforms and electrifying glamour
On Kurfurstenstrasse. And how we loved the W hite
Duke, living on warm m ilk and cocaine. Help me,
Billy said,
Her face a fixed mask
O f secret terror.
W hat her father did to her
In the night—
{
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Help me, she said.
And we never did.
I made my song a coat...

I made my song a turncoat,
Re-versing line on line
T ill it molted, serpentine,
And I turned it inside out.
W riting plows a field
Where intention shouts haw,
W hile the mule, through snaffled jaws,
Snorts gee. W hen the Sibyl spelled
On leaves what she— raving— sang,
Ten thousand answers flew
In her dreaming cave: all true,
But the questions always wrong.
I made my coat a dress rehearsal
For a sail on a tacking boat,
But still the art of rehearsed reversal
Re-charted water and skies.
It takes so many turns of the coat
To learn to go serpent-wise.
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The Movie of Your Life
by B. Brandon Barker

Beginnings and Endings: The Movie of Your Life w ill be
based on your life story, focusing on your life’s major con
flict, supported by any minor conflicts. The Movie of Your
Life will end after the resolve of your final conflict.

Protagonists and Antagonists: Unless otherwise deter
mined, you w ill be the hero of The Movie of Your Life.
This is assuming that you are a sympathetic person. In the
event that you are not, adjustments w ill be made to craft a
more likable character out of you.

Talent: Actors are selected for The Movie of Your Life
based on their likeness to you and, in some cases, their
need for work. You w ill have no input in deciding who
plays you or any other character in The Movie of Your Life.
In addition, you may not portray yourself or any other
character.
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Plot Spoilers and Embellishments: By the time The Movie
of Your Life is released, your story may already be known;
for example, you may be a celebrity, a politician, an ath
lete, an artist or a very, very foolish person with a video
camera. If you fall into one of these categories, certain
well-known moments from your life may be passed over in
favor of those that are not so well known. On the other
hand, you may have led a life lacking both curiosity and
distinction, not to mention abundant wealth, in which case
efforts w ill be made to embellish your experiences by util
izing effects like montages, fictional characters, gospel
choirs and dream sequences.

Dream Sequences: Dreams by their very nature are difficult
to convey. For this reason, dream sequences tend to inter
rupt the narrative flow with self-indulgent and unnecessary
weirdness: menacing clowns, talking plants and rooms full
of disco balls come to mind. However, some dreams are
major, life-changing events, making lasting impacts on the
dreamers and in some cases drastically altering lives. Nev-
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ertheless these epic dreams, when illustrated on film, can
seem boring, sappy and comical. Therefore an extraordi
nary dream may be featured in The Movie of Your Life, a
nonsensical one may not.

Moral Sense: Everyone’s life has certain unsavory details.
Some people’s passions or personal habits may be consid
ered by a general audience to be immoral, pitiful or obnox
ious. It’s understandable, then, that you’ll want one or two
details stricken from The Movie of Your Life. Over time
your opinion w ill fluctuate over which of these details are
truly unsavory and which are simply embarrassing, making
this an exhausting part of the pre-production stage. It’s
also an ideal moment to let go. W hen your life is depicted
on film it leaves the confines of personal experience and
enters what you might call a blameless realm. This is not
to say that The Movie of Your Life w ill consist of one, long
unsavory detail, of course. Rest assured that these scenes, if
used, w ill appear in a tasteful and contextual manner that
allows viewers to better understand, and possibly accept,
their own unsavory lives.
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Montages: I f The Movie of Your Life is excessively talky,
highly involved or features a high-stakes car chase, a mon
tage— i.e. a series of brief, related scenes joined together by
a familiar song— may be employed to allow the audience
to take a mental break or maybe get some fresh air. Due to
copyright issues, however, only three montage songs w ill
be available: Van Morrison’s “Brown-Eyed G irl,” Judy
Collins’ “Both Sides N ow ,” and Bell Biv DeVoe’s “Poison.”
Please take great care in choosing a song that captures the
spirit, style and intensity level of the scenes depicted in the
montage portion of The Movie of Your Life.

The Eniovment of Others: You may find it difficult to
watch The Movie of Your Life. The very thought of re
living certain uncomfortable moments or hearing yourself
repeat certain phrases could be unbearable. But The Movie
of Your Life is not intended for your own enjoyment.
Rather its purpose is to entertain, teach, inspire and some
times warn others. Just remember that no matter how
tragic, no matter how vapid or repugnant your story,
someone somewhere w ill see The Movie of Your Life and
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find it enjoyable.

Unintended Laughter: People may laugh during The
Movie of Your Life. They may chortle, snicker and guffaw
during poignant scenes. Rather than empathize with your
struggles, members of the audience may belittle you—
some out of poor manners, others because they are insane.
Keep in mind that you have no control over how people
react to The Movie of Your Life. As you watch the film in
a public theater surrounded by strangers, it’s important to
remain focused on the shape, tone and wonderment of your
own story line.

Personal Evaluations: You may consider your life a failure.
The Movie of Your Life may agree, highlighting moments
where you neglected loved ones, broke promises, aban
doned your dreams or let important moments slip away.
The Movie of Your Life w ill depict these moments con
structively, using your story to revive the spirits of those
with low confidence, paralyzing regrets and bad attitudes.
If your life is indeed a certified failure, The Movie of Your
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Life may even attempt to redefine the meaning of failure
itself.

Peer Appreciation: People may not “understand” The
Movie of Your Life. But, can they say why? In order for
The Movie of Your Life to be understood, in order for peo
ple to even bother examining its obscurities and impulses,
it is crucial that you develop an appreciation for the movies
of other people's lives.

The Movies of Other People’s Lives: Unless you have lived
a solitary existence, you— or rather your character— will
most likely appear in the movie of someone else’s life.
Unless deliberately removed, you w ill probably play a ma
jor role in the life stories of your parents, spouse(s) and
children, not to mention your friends and coworkers or
even strangers whose lives you inadvertently affected, in
which case there is a very good chance that the facts of
your stories w ill conflict. W e are sorry but there is little
that can be done to avoid this.
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Life After The Movie of Your Life: If you live long enough
to see the results of the hard work and inspiration that go
into making The Movie of Your Life you w ill, of course,
not witness your definitive ending. After viewing the film,
you may realize that you possess the extraordinary ability
to undermine your own story line. In other words, seeing
the narrative of your own fate could influence you to
abruptly change course, whether by forgiving wrongs,
changing opinions or doing really idiotic things. But, still:
Whether you are alive or dead upon the release of The
Movie of Your Life, the true ending of your life story, and
therefore the ultimate mystery of your existence, w ill be
determined by forces beyond The Movie of Your Life's
control.

Specs: The Movie of Your Life must be less than three
hours long and shot at least ninety percent in color—
Dream Sequences included. It must adhere to budget re
strictions and take no longer than six weeks to produce.
There will be no exceptions.

The Playwright
for Maria Irene Fornes
by M ichael K lein

She was talking about the mystery happening to
the artist as necessary light. The subjects for her plays:
The poor,
people who want to learn something they didn’t think they
could have.
N ot what an American audience expects.
An American audience expects fame.
She covers her mouth when she has nothing to say.
Then she was talking about how she made people.
She said, you don’t know, but people know— people know what
you’re like.
She didn’t know the character was homosexual until she
finished writing
him, and how he would thrive in the world. Then, he
thrived.
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Happiness
by M kbad K laa

When I was, as they say, in my cups, I thonghr happiness,
too was a drag. When it wore a C you jasr got mate o f it.
Twenty four yeais later and I thank God for the rationale
happiness: the steady, consistent, lucid, fimnr kind

r£ happiness that lets yon into the light wadd of the
which most have always been there wondering
where I was. Andrew is happy like than light, consistent.
And he dances whenever there's no music— like it's rime
to give a speech with his whole body, like I hadn't been
listening to him living. Listem t* a e Tm dswriwg.
Eicept for some days at atoond -fcOO in the afternoon—
some Saturday. Sunday.
mhf n werte hnme in the winter and the light is turning
over in the sky in the middle at a movie or watching the
movie of out cats in their consistent happiness; and the
binds have less of wherever the singing comes from—
measurably colder—
then the hiss of Inwood radiator hear— rhar ^ oa imtie
sfieewem sleepy hear starring it’s almost medicated blanket
out from the window into the rest of the apartment.
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I see it happen then: Andrew darkens from something—
something, I keep telling him in my absolutely unprofes
sional way— that harkens back to the meaning of an hour
in his past.

It could be the hour just before his father comes home
drunk and all best are off that Andrew darkened and dark
ens again, now, in the tail of it rather than have to hear his
father call him through the years every name
there is except the name he is: stead, consistent. A dancer.
Listen to me\ Andrew didn't exactly teach me
how to be happy, but he showed me why it is so.

Cat of Nine Tale
by Helen Boyd

“I THINK SHE’S ALREADY DEAD,” J lL U A N POINTED OUT,

“but she brought me a mouse just this morning. ” She was talking
about the scrawny, declawed tabby who I ’d fed some godawful
teriyaki beef the night before. I ’d wished the food I ’d brought was
a little better than that, but the food at camp was notoriously
bad: it wasn’t the food we came for.
Jillian had already returned to a customer who was perusing
her selection of restraints. We walked through the store, past the
rest of her colorful merchandise, and into the hallway where she
said she’d last seen the striped cat.
The cat was lying in a spot of sun on a ledge that was about
chest-high. There was no obvious way she’d gotten up there and I
assumed she’d just jumped the four feet straight up in that re
markable way cats do. She must have used the last of her resources
to manage it.
“ We’re too late, ” Betty said. The light that slanted in from the
window was fu ll of dust and fur.
“Do we call the grounds crew? What do you do with a dead
cat?” Len asked. Betty and I both shot looks at him. Len loved
cats, he just didn’t have much in the way of social skills and occa
sionally needed to be told to shut up. A t least he listened.
“Poor kid. She must’ve been quite a cat catching a mouse even
that sick. ” I was standing there in gardener’s gloves with a card
board box — because I thought I ’d take her with us, to a vet, to see
what could be done, even i f it just meant putting her out of her
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misery painlessly. I was going to be a hero, and now I felt stupid
standing there. My cat-saving props looked a lot more like catburying ones. We a ll sighed together as I leaned to get a hand
under her heart, just to be sure she was dead, when she turned her
head and looked at me. Len teared up. Her little yellow eyes were
crusted over, the underlid visible and yellowed, but she was alive.
I picked her up gingerly and put her in the box Betty was
holding. She weighed almost nothing. The truck was already
packed, so I got in, shotgun, and Betty put the box of nearly-dead
cat in my lap and walked around to the driver's side. We waved
to Len, and to Jillian, and to whoever else we saw as we drove up
the twisting asphalt road out of the camp.
“W ell at least we didn’t have to say goodbye so much this
year, ” I said. “I hate that. ” Betty smiled as she turned left onto
the shortcut back to town.
“Camp” is the site for an all-kink inclusive sex confer
ence that has been a kind of safe place for us over the past
few years. The organizers wanted someone to teach a work
shop on gender roles and sexuality, and I was a good fit.
The first time we went we were both scared to death, ex
pecting to be freaked out by all the sex and kink that w e’d
find there, and only decided to go after agreeing with each
other that we could stay in our room the whole time if
need be. W e ’d seen plenty of odd stuff in our first years
together— drag shows and fetish contests and secret crossdresser meetings— but the sheer breadth of kink was what
worried us. The list of workshops— on play piercing and
fire play and humiliation— seemed like a lot more than we
were used to. They call people like us “vanilla” in BDSM
circles, which is hysterical considering that at the time we
were a “heterosexual transvestite and his wife” which cer
tainly isn’t “vanilla” by most standards.
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The workshop went really well. In all the conversations
I’d had with other wives and girlfriends of crossdressers,
I’d learned a few things about having sex with one, and I
was there to talk about who leads and who follows; who
seduces and who is seduced; whose hair, artfully arranged
on a pillow, is an invitation, and whose job it is to accept
that invitation, and how. Mostly I talked about the way
growing up straight implied pretty strict things about
how we were supposed to desire each other and how we
were supposed to be dressed when we did our desiring,
which seemed to be useful to more than just couples like
us.
Once we left the room to do the workshop, it was hard
not to look around, and the minute you look around wideeyed in a place like that is the minute you know you can’t
close your eyes for a second. W e tried not to stare. Maso
chists and sadists, daddies and mistresses, swingers, pa
gans, nudists, and queers all gathered at dusk to eat smores
around a bonfire. One submissive admitted to me shyly
that he needed to learn how to make a smore because his
mistress wanted one, and I had to admit I didn’t know
how to either. Camping— at least the kind that involves
trees and lakes and dirt— has never been my thing. If
camping was good enough, we wouldn’t have invented
houses. W hat I didn’t admit to him was that I’d never met
a mistress before, and I had no idea if only he was supposed
to call her Mistress So & So or if everyone did and I should
too. I saw her later eating the tidy smore he’d made her by
the fire. She was naked but for a rubber corset. It was a
kind of unexpected partial nakedness; usually people are
topless, not bottomless, and I wondered why you’d wear a
rubber corset if you were only going to wear one thing,
and then realized for some people the reason was probably
(42
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obvious. It wasn’t It wasn’t to us. A lot of things weren’t,
like what exactly we were doing there at all.
When we finally got to our vet, she told us the cat was proba
bly very old and that we’d probably serve her best by putting her
down. She had stopped eating or drinking. I kept thinking about
that mouse she’d caught and couldn’t give up on such a loyal
kitty, so we took her home and got water into her by pumping it
into her mouth with a syringe. Then we’d squeeze high calorie
food into her mouth right from the tube. She would gargle her
complaints, glugging meows of objection. It was pathetic, but it
was hard not to laugh, too. She was not having it, and fought us
a ll the way. But she was a tiny four-pound cat who should have
been closer to seven pounds, so she didn’t have that much fight in
her, either. We won.
We went to bed that first night expecting to wake up to fin d
her dead in her box in our bathtub the next morning, but instead
we found a different cat altogether. She’d eaten some of the food
and water we’d left out. Obviously something had made a differ
ence — the antibiotics or the flea powder or both. She still com
plained when we fed her the paste and water, but she had a little
more strength that next day. We named her Aurora because we’d
first met her at dawn.
That night by the campfire wasn’t the last time I’d
asked myself why we were at camp. My husband wore a
dress once in a while, and these folks were talking about
orgies and flagellation and submissives. It wasn’t our
scene. I didn’t think w e’d fit in until a couple, both of
them wearing leather chaps with matching leather vests,
asked us if my husband wasn’t really into men. They
wanted to know why he crossdressed. They wanted to
know if I usually dated women or men. Before I knew it I
was explaining how gender identity and sexual orientation
are two different things entirely, and they were telling me
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about all the gendered expectations of their own commu
nity, and I wanted to know whether their friends back
home knew they were kinky or not, and whether anyone
really knew where they were this weekend.
“W e told them we were going camping, because that’s
not a lie,” she smiled, explaining. “They don’t need to
know more than that.” I didn’t know that leather people
worried about angry ex-es and child custody and being
deemed an unfit parent if their kink was known or brought
up in divorce proceedings. It all made sense: crossdressers
often lose custody when their crossdressing becomes
known, too, for pretty much the same reasons, even if
crossdressing isn’t a kink to them at all.
“W ell we don’t think we’re kinky. W e just do what we
do. But they think we’re kinky,” she explained, flourishing
her hand to indicate the rest of the world, the world out
side camp’s boundaries. Exactly.
After that we walked around a little more wide-eared, lis
tening to learn as fast as we could. W e wanted to under
stand the lingo and the lives around us, because the one
thing we’d already figured out already was that they didn’t
care what we did as long as we both wanted to do it, and
this after more than a year of not talking to my friends
about our sex life, of not talking about sex whenever we
were at crossdresser conferences because crossdressers may
have sex— and they do, and all kinds of it— but they don’t
really talk about it. (When you’ve finally told your wife of
twenty years that you dress like a woman sometimes, and
you don’t really know why, the next thing you tell her
really shouldn’t be how much you want her to desire you
when you’re crossdressed, and usually it isn’t.) These folks
didn’t know anything more than I did about having sex
with a crossdresser, but they knew about acknowledging
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desires that most people would find a little odd, mostly
immoral, and probably a little sick.
It turned out a lot of people there thought of themselves
as pretty normal people who had needed to tweak a few
thing to make themselves happy and to make their rela
tionships work and so had found themselves outside of the
mainstream. Some of them were just as surprised as we
were by how deep that chasm could feel sometimes. They
told me they didn’t talk to their friends about their sex
lives, either.
About two weeks into force feeding her, it was time to take her
back to the vet to fin d out how she was doing. Now our little or
ange furball had a ll her resources; she’d gained a lot of strength
and she did not like vets. I ’ve never felt so much like an embar
rassed parent, but she was, hands down, the worst-behaved cat at
the vet that day and maybe that week or that month. Maybe even
that year. She fought us so hard there were three of us handling
her: me, the vet, & the vet’s assistant. She was wrapped in two
towels and muzzled, and she still managed to get her back claws
into a ll three of us. The vet joked that she could barely hear her
heartbeat because of her consistent growl.
The good news was that she was FIV negative, had gained
three pounds, and the anemia was gone, as was the jaundice. The
other good news was that we could introduce her to our two other
cats. The bad news was that we had to, since it was obvious the
kid couldn’t live in the bathroom forever. Slowly we introduced
her, according to the rules: from behind a door, letting them smell
each other’s blankets, switching the rooms they lived in for short
periods, putting her in the carrier so they could meet her without
danger, and finally introducing them out in the open. Our other
cats, who we call “the boys” because they’re brothers, fear almost
nothing. But Aurora was terrified, and she tended to greet either
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of them with a swat i f they got too close. One of our boys, none too
bright, seems to have decided that's the way she prefers to be
greeted and now swats her in a perfunctory way every time he
passes her.
Worse yet was that she obviously liked people, and maybe us in
particular. She would jump on our laps a ll fu ll of purrs and ex
pect to be petted. The only problem was, her wiring had gone a
little funny, and she responded to any petting by trying to bite
your hand. We started a very slow process of getting her used to
touch.
It was during this visit to the vet that we found out she was
not very old at all, that she was probably not much older than
two and had barely started living when she’d started dying.
W e went back to camp year after year, and met more
and more perverts, of all varieties, and we heard about
their regular lives at home, and their sexual journeys and
their jobs and the great loves of their lives. Some of them
found us odd, but not because Betty was transgendered
and I was still with her despite her presenting as female
most of the time, but because we didn’t swing, didn’t play
in the dungeon, and we didn’t even have sex in public. W e
were the conservative ones in this crowd, which really is a
relief when you realize that most people don’t understand
you and don’t know that you exist. N o one at camp cared if
I was holding his hand or hers when we walked through
the dungeon to see what we could see; no one cared if I
called myself queer or het or a trans-partner. It didn’t
mean anyone understood the details of our relationship. It
doesn’t mean anyone else wanted to start dating a trans
person. Everyone at camp really wanted and needed a nonjudgmental live-and-let-live environment. W e all walked
around the world aware of what others m ight think of us,
and for a long weekend we could all put that down.
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Aurora loved to play. Her favorite toy was a bullwhip I was
given by a friend who’d gone to Turkey. She hid on the edges of
the room, under or behind furniture, and dash out to catch the
whip’s tail. The boys got into the act, too, even i f they were older
than her, and slowly she let them get near her. The bigger of the
boys seemed to have a crush on her; he watched everything she did.
He learned to drink from the tap from watching her do it. She
would occasionally even let him put her head on her to sleep, using
her as a furry, friendly pillow. We could pet her head when she
jumped on our laps, but i f we got anywhere near her tail, she
turned to bite us, and she still bit like she meant it. I ended up
getting tetanus shots when I tried to clean a cut on her paw.
Slowly she was becoming one of us, fitting herself into our daily
routines. We got used to where she would be at noon (on my p il
low), where she would be at dusk (on Betty’s chair) and where she
might be at midnight (in the closet of the chifferobe). We knew she
was one of us the first time she escaped from the apartment and
asked to be let back in with a loud meow a minute later, before
we’d even noticed she was missing.
W hen we first started going to camp, Betty alternated
between presenting as a guy and presenting as a woman.
By about the third year, she spent the whole week in fe
male mode but reverted to boy again, for my sake, for the
Saturday night party. The past two years she has been
Betty the whole time, and the guy she used to be is gone
and doesn’t make an appearance even at camp, where most
of the regulars know she’s trans and where her switching
genders wouldn’t be a big deal.
I told her it was time for her to think about transition
ing medically and legally, because outside of camp, people
didn’t expect someone who looked like Betty to have an M
on her license and a male name. My transvestite husband
had become my transsexual wife.
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You don’t really ever get used to the idea of your hus
band being a woman, and you never get used to a pet who
bites the hand that feeds her, but I have gotten used to
having a female romantic partner, and I’ve gotten used to
watching Aurora’s tail start its telltale switch when she
doesn’t want to be petted anymore. I’ve gotten used to
people assuming I ’m a lesbian even if I don’t feel like one
and even though I never dated a woman but only ended up
married to one the same as I got used to hurriedly getting
in a few brushes of Aurora’s backside when she’s still purr
ing from having her cheeks brushed.
This past year when we went back to camp we let peo
ple know that Betty was becoming Betty full-time and
that we were still monogamous and still vanilla. Some
times their disappointment has been palpable, but it was
never, ever about my partner being transgender. W e ran
into Jillian who was happy to hear that Aurora is fat and
happy and fitting into our home in her own special way.
From where we stood and talked, I could see the dining
room stairs where I fed her that awful beef teriyaki and the
asphalt road she’d lain in the middle of. I could see the
pool area where we’d watched her walk by a couple fucking
in a lounge chair. Right around the corner was that win
dow ledge where we’d been told she was laying already
dead. Now when we walk around the campgrounds and see
the places we saw her, some people know who we were
then and some only know us as who we are now, but
what’s important is that we know there’s a fat orange
tabby sleeping peacefully at home who will, as soon as the
tea kettle whistles, come and wait by the fridge for her
piece of cheese, and we know too that really everything is
simple, after a while.
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Photographing In Harlem
by Lewis W atts

l ’VE PHOTOGRAPHED PERIODICALLY IN HARLEM OVER THE

last 35 years. I’m mindful of the Harlem Renaissance and
Harlem’s heritage as the epicenter of Black Culture. I’m
always looking for traces of that tradition in the architec
ture and in faces on the street. This fall I lived in an old
brownstone on W est 1 2 1 St. near Garvey Park for six
weeks. The time was right for an intense look at Harlem
because recently real estate has trumped race in the area.
Many abandoned buildings have been restored and housing
that couldn’t be given away in the past, was selling for
astronomical prices. W hites and middle class blacks have
moved in and some were saying that Harlem was disap
pearing. W hile some people have been displaced or have
cashed in on the real estate boom, the fact is the majority
of Harlem’s residents are renters protected by rent stabili
zation and a deep love for the area. I’ve photographed
Langston Hughes’ writing studio, M inton’s Playhouse
where Charlie Parker played, the Teresa Hotel on Lenox
Avenue, where Fidel Castro stayed and the recently uncov
ered facade of James Van DerZee’s photography studio.
I’ve photographed restored brownstones right next to Sec
tion 8 housing, and the forty year old Garvey Park Drum
Circle in front of new luxury condos. I saw sculptures of
Duke Ellington, Harriet Tubman, Momma Hale and
Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man on the street. I attended a
service at the Abyssinian Baptist Church, and though I was
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concerned that I m ight not be admitted because I wasn’t
with my host, I was told “this is your church.” I heard
Harry Belafonte speak for an hour without notes that day. I
toured the Bailey House, a mansion built by the owner of
the Barnum and Bailey Circus in the 1870s, that has been
owned by an African American Family since 1950. I met
Pudden Pie who spoke to me in rhyme and “Dr. W .D .
Love II,” in full French walking suit and spats at 8:00 AM
on Lenox Avenue. I felt a member of the village and I’m
pretty sure I ’ve lived here in another life because it always
seems so familiar.

Dr. W.D. Love on Lenox Ave. 2008
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African American Parade Harlem 2008

James Van der Zee’s Studio Sign 2008
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science
by Jacklyn Janeksela

it was an experiment, you see
to see if I could make a girl like me
and when it worked
I wasn’t quite sure what to do next
so we smiled, giggled
then held hands, little doll hands
I could’ve been holding my own hand
if I had closed my eyes
it was an experiment, you see
to see if I could get a girl naked
or partially naked
and when it worked
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I just stared, I froze
and grabbed my English book
on the way out the door
trying to erase her body from my head
before I hit home
because we all know mothers can read minds
it was an experiment, you see
to see if I could kiss a girl
and when I got her drunk enough
it worked
until her ex-boyfriend
caught us underneath a pear tree
with our mouths and hearts touching
my hand around her neck
she went back to the party
with him
t 53 1
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and I stood outside in the summer heat, dripping
while they called me names through the window
it was an experiment, you see
to see if I could make me like a girl
and when it worked
I wasn’t quite sure what to do with boys

Puzzle Solution
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Winning the Game
by P a u l Oppenheimer

“t h e

h o s p i t a l w a s f u l l o f m o s q u i t o e s .” h e w i n c e d

in mock horror. “A t night the old woman next to me— I
was brought in for a malaria attack, ran out of chloroquine— kept trying to eat her hand. A nurse rushed over
and slapped it away from her mouth, shouting, ‘Non!
N on!’ They got her teeth away from her after dinner,
which she refused to eat, to stop her from taking a real
bite, but that didn’t keep her from trying. The next night
she hid her teeth and managed to slip one in when nobody
else was around. She snapped hard into her palm and
grinned. I called the nurse. The old woman was still grin
ning as they removed her to the mosquito-filled surgery to
stitch her up.”
W e were two women and two men playing a game of
Grotesque, which enjoyed a limited fad in the East Village
a couple of years ago. Serge Belfleur, a friend just back
from a Peace Corps stint in Senegal, was putting in his bid.
Marla Trent, an actress, was next, then me and finally Bar
bara, my wife. Barbara and I had never played before. I had
taken an instinctive dislike to the game, as had she. It
seemed so, well, suburban, the sort of self-titillation be
loved of those who live most of their lives in their heads, or
cars, away from flesh-and-blood facts: curiosity got the
better of us. I had no idea what to say, or what Barbara
would say either. Serge’s friend Marla looked eager, though
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W e were sipping ales in Laramie’s on East Sixth, which
tends to pull in no tourists, instead the stage, film and
easel types.
Marla said, “That’s nothing, honey.” Maybe she had her
eye on our agreed prize, thirty dollars, which we were to
confer by secret ballot: you could not vote for yourself with
everything on the honor system: you had to describe some
thing that had happened to you. “I don't mean to offend”—
she tapped one of her blonde braids, wheeled out her St.Louis-green eyes— “but your old woman eating her hand?
That’s not grotesque, honey? It’s just sad. Your old woman
was a pathetic psychotic being poorly treated in a run
down African hospital.” She examined her bracelet with its
translucent baubles. “The grotesque is conscious, isn’t it? I
mean, if it’s grotesque, instead of just mournful or sick, it’s
deliberate, like evil?”
Serge, who must have known her less well than I sup
posed when we got together on a whim that evening in
December, a cold, snowy, after-work slot, with us feeling
snug around our table, said, “N o comments. In this game
you've got to win straight, just on the power of what hap
pened.”
Marla said, “I know nothing about power, sweetie,” pro
voking in me a breeze of skepticism. “N ow about the gro
tesque I guess I know a bit more, because there’s so much
of it around. Even if I often don’t notice it because I’m in a
hurry? And the grotesque has nothing to do with power—
it’s more like a dark twist, a bad scooping?”
Barbara came in at that point with “W hat’s your scoop
ing, honey?” and Marla almost shivered.
I had never seen Barbara go catty before, though I knew
she had her brusque side—had I just refused to notice it?
Maybe her concert tour had wobbled a bit. She had come
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back the day before from doing Las Vegas (“making it,
Geoffrey, at last, up there with the immortals, Benny
Goodman, Frank Sinatra”), Chicago, Minneapolis and Bos
ton. She seemed to bring home a bit too much bounce.
After a week of blowing away crowds with her soprano sax,
as she boasted, but with a w hiff of unease, she even seemed
interested in my latest professional adventures with trilobites, those intricate paleozoic swimmers, those primeval
shellfish whose fossils, popping up in rocks around the
world, might just indicate how the major continents were
once joined in a single land mass. How good that felt.
Maybe it was true that lovers, and even husbands and
wives, inflated their happiness with each other in direct
proportion to public approval. She had even agreed that
my dinosaur-oriented career as a geologist m ight not be an
absolute bore despite the slender amounts of money that I
brought in (“so you’re proving that all the world was at
one time one, eh, Geoffrey?— that’s neat”).
W e asked the waiter for a fresh round and the snow
pumped on outside the window and Marla allowed her eyes
to fire away for a second into Barbara’s. It seemed mindless
to get involved in their competition, even unnerving, so I
said nothing.
Serge asked Marla what she meant by the grotesque.
“I think it’s like this?” She let one hand with its m ilky
fingers come to rest on his arm. “W hen I was sixteen, my
mother, of all people, fixed me up with a blind date, the
son of a woman in her insurance company office? So I ar
rive in the lobby of one of the poshest hotels in Saint
Louis—and a not-uncute guy is standing there stuffing
himself out of one of those little health food cellophane
packets full of dates?”
Barbara said, “So your date was eating dates. That’s nice,
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but is it grotesque?”
“O f course not, honey.” Marla slipped into a rangy, col
lapsible smile. “That was just a coincidence? To make a
distinction? Because I imagine that the grotesque has
something to do with coincidence but goes beyond it? Into
a weirdness? My date and I laughed, but because he hadn’t
noticed what he was doing, not because it was truly gro
tesque?” She had her own style of wheeling out those eyes,
maybe more than she knew, over me too.
Serge seemed gone on her fingers as well as her eyes: he
looked lost in some serene alertness. “So did you or did you
not keep dating this date-eater?”
Marla pouted. “That’s hardly to the point.” She sucked at
the last of her Guinness. “A t any rate, it’s not a bit like the
weirdness— the real scooping?— that came up for me yes
terday?”
There now materialized at her bidding one of those
woolly pauses that novice actors are taught to spin out and
weave for the sake of suspense: as everybody knows what
they are up to, this tactic seldom works, I always imagine,
creating instead a dull irritation.
Marla glanced at each of us: the young fox nosed out of
its woodpile, sniffing, probing. I felt a nudge of worry, but
the others kept still. The fox went on sniffing, baffled,
swallowed. “This actor— I’m working with him on scenes
out of Othello, which is just a brilliant paean to jealousy?—
shows up yesterday at my hole-in-the-wall apartment
where nothing works but the closet? That’s where I keep
my clothes?”
Barbara said, “I thought it m ight be where you sleep.”
“I do find your brand of wit stirring, Babs” (Barbara
hates, despises, that particular nickname), “but I have my
four-poster for the more dramatic parts of my life?”
1 59 1
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“I thought that sleeping in a closet m ight be just your
sort of pastime.”
Marla recharged her electric brightening—actually, cagey
glittering—into Barbara’s eyes. She ran a finger round the
rim of her glass. I realized that sisterhood m ight not be her
pleasure. I understood that it m ight not be Barbara’s. On
the other hand, Marla seemed to relish this back-and-forth
tussling: “That could be? If I didn’t have too many
clothes? Dabs of rags that I must get rid of, just spilling
out of that old closet—nice items that I never wear? Maybe
you’d like some?”
“Thanks, but no?” Was Barbara shifting into Marla’s
ask-a-question mode? "Taste is so terribly individual?”
“I’m sure your taste is very much your own.”
The whole room blurred a bit, shot through with a
strong lilac scent. This was sweet and acrid, but till that
moment I had ignored it: a residue from cleaning up, some
antiseptic spray, seemed to smart under the tables as well
as into the air, smothering the beer smell. The lilac pol
ished and buffed the wood and the picture over our table of
several apples and pears on a plate: wedges of pale fruit
glowed through the unwiped dust: the yellow light rip
ened the apples into purple, the pears into pink. The lilac,
though, with its alien hardness, seemed to fizzle into some
new inflamed season of its own, so that the packed, scented
room itself started to slouch into an eerie unreal spring and
then—but how?—into the last moments of the planet:
pompoms and clematis burst into bloom while the sky
above dissolved into ashes, and no one saw or cared because
everyone was dead: Laramie’s had vanished too, into a dark
spasm of ashes and its own ghosts—with a few of them
maybe dating back a century or more and out to avenge
their haunted murders: long before, even the most miser<6o)
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able had fled: the world seemed all flares and embers.
Sitting there was like a blossoming of war seeds: a blood
stained meadow reddened under a ripple of machine guns:
a bomb detonated: the air trembled with rockets: I heard
the snapping and crackings apart of masonry. A couple of
well dressed armies were starting to scrimmage with each
other, pulling. I could see a tower fall. A few shell-shocked
soldiers shuffled past and collapsed— but the hard part was
taking in my own complicity. I was sliding down the tun
nel of an old fear, and guessing that if I objected or so
much as frowned, I would find myself paying in terms of
Barbara’s affection— far too steep a price. The snow and
evening were letting loose the ambushes and blessings of
love: love was no panacea, just a catalyst, a vitamin: it fell
into joy or sorrow: you could make of it what you wanted.
The ancient Romans had known that, I remembered from
some book, mistrusting Eros more than the other gods,
whose assaults were never just hit-or-miss.
Serge chimed in— he had his leftover Peace-Corps bra
vado-am bling across the battlefield. “I’ve seen worse than
Othello, in Africa. I’ve seen worse here in N ew York, situa
tions a lot more appalling than some jealous Moor smoth
ering his wife with a pillow. They weren’t grotesque,
though, just worse— a man in the Bronx beheaded by an
elevator as he peered into a shaftway— a woman in River
side Park, in a car crash, dragging her intestines across the
grass.”
Marla looked intrigued, reveling in his revealed appetite
for gore, maybe because he bobbed about so clean and well
shaved with his soft brown dog's eyes. “Isn’t that the
truth? Those situations are hideous but not grotesque?”
She sloped Barbara’s way. “Even wearing a dead woman’s
clothes may not be grotesque.”
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Barbara pressed her leg against mine: Marla must have
noticed the age of her black dress, an elegant sleek affair
that she favored after coming home to celebrate if her con
cert tours went well. That dress must have been at least
eighty years old. It had belonged to her foster mother, her
self a suicide years ago: a soldier limped along a trench:
tracer shells lit up the dark, the machine guns snapping a
little growlier and closer. I considered taking her hand, but
held back as the better part of wisdom, just floating in the
odor of lilac and glancing at Marla and the snow and feign
ing a polite interest.
Barbara arched a pale eyebrow. “I don’t know if wearing
a dead woman's dress is or is not natural?” There was no
crimping her honesty. “A t any rate, it’s what I want to tell
about— when and if your smothery old Othello lets me.”
“Oh, he will? But first there’s my bit?” Marla stepped
across a couple of mangled corpses on the tree-blasted
landscape rumpling in swags of mud: amputated arms and
legs lay across the skeins of red puddles. Nations, I imag
ined, had fallen over issues less consequential. Millions had
perished, cultures died—but that was not all: a hard storm
was brewing. On the horizon I glimpsed a cloud like a
crow’s body: it looked alp-high but far off, and flapping:
the crimson sky looked too narrow to hold both its wings.
I estimated the time across the miles between us as white
wavy spats chopped at the surface of a nearby lake and the
wind rose ahead of it: minutes.
Marla swallowed a couple of times. “So this actor I work
with has a boy’s sense of humor? The sort that some men
hang onto into their thirties if they've been flattered a
lot?”
Barbara said, “I’m sure we know the type.”
“Also a magician’s coolness. A tuxedo strength and mo
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rose Hamlet profile combined with a lacy Cadillac
stealth— as it rolls over the gravel of a Rockefeller-broad
driveway. As it slips in to pick you up? Y o u ’re waiting to
go home after a Westchester party to congratulate you on
some movie you’ve made, and it sweeps in like a greased
chariot?”
Serge said, “That’s beautiful, beautiful,” but looked un
der a strain: Westchester parties were alien to the rural
African scheme of things. Aeons had passed as he toiled
among his desolate crowds: Senegalian plains and forests,
plus epidemic diseases, doses of bliss and brutality, still
buzzed like maniacal horseflies in his brain: he gleamed
with a hypnotized confusion at Marla, stiff and ex
hausted— breathless from hacking at tangled vines with a
machete: “You should write these things down— be a
writer.”
“I’ve considered that? But I’m too selfish? I think— if
you want to write, you have to get out of your own way—
your egotism?— and let your characters do what they
like?” She paint-brushed her lower lip with a braid: the
gesture seemed to erase a decade of her life: an innocent
magazine farm-girl headed out of a dairy barn, toting can
isters of milk slopping drops of white rain on the grass.
“Probably I’m too young, and only want to know what’s
happening to neglected little me?”
I expected Barbara to lob a few shots her way just then,
even using some of the heavier artillery— it seemed to flip
up on the hillsides, looking primed, poised— because
Marla’s openness offered a good target, but she said, “I can
understand that. I can.” Barbara can be shrewd with kind
nesses.
And Marla glanced away, vague, a glow: the guns went
silent: even the storm seemed to retreat in a huff. W ere we
{
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in for a truce? I hoped so, and relaxed a bit as a summer
heat wave sprang up and slunk down her body: it churned
a flush at the paisley choker twining about her throat, then
dipped into her whisky-tan jumper: it lolled between her
thighs swaddled in a mauve wool skirt: it frisked and gam
boled. I did not just like the possibility of a truce: I loved
it.
She bent across the table, whispering, “So Kevin— why
are these would-be actors always, always, called Kevin?—
wanted me to do the Othello death scene? I said all right—
why, pray tell, not— and then saw— w ill you take this
in?— that he’d actually brought his own pillow?”
Serge said, “You are not serious.”
She winked at him, giving his arm a quick rub. “I said,
‘W h at’s that?’ It was thick— and square, black and fat? It
did not make me feel good?”
Barbara said, “I suppose you got all jittery.”
Marla tossed her a glance and a few rifles poked up. They
shone like flutes at the lips of the trenches: their mouths
adjusted their zeros at the sun. “I felt a bit upside down?”
Barbara patted my knee, meaning, W atch now, and I
realized that she had been having Marla on. I felt an anx
ious blip and the storm peered out from behind a hill: the
crow smirked and scowled and slunk faster, lower: the
clouds loomed, basted with rain and sparkles, unnatural
night: a tank’s engine grouched, its turret swiveling
Marla’s way.
Barbara said, “I guess you thought old Kevin might have
a go at smothering you."
“W ell, yes?” Marla picked at her bracelet. “But at this
point, hon, I do have to ask myself whether my contribu
tion to this game is going to be mine or yours.”
“A h ,” said Barbara. “That nice word game. I mean, is this
{
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our game? Are you telling us the truth?” She glanced at
me and I felt myself go naked. Barbara packs a lot into
those level glances and this one seemed aimed (even her
eyelashes took on a stiffer bristle and firmness) at quashing
any communication with the enemy. Had she spotted the
heat wave?
Marla tapped her glass. "I suppose it’s as much truth as
you're going to get? By which I mean that either I tell
about it or you won’t find out?"
The waiter peeled out of swatches of cigarette smoke and
swashbuckled our drained glasses, setting in place the new
round, planing our new ales to landings on coasters. Marla
launched herself across them. "I told Kevin not to be so
damned literal? I told him nice things like: acting’s just
pretending? It's not life? But he said he needed to feel
Othello’s real death-pillow in his hands and me struggling
under it— so he could understand what Desdemona means
when she says, ‘That death’s unnatural that kills for lov
ing?”’
She stopped and went ashen— how did she manage
that?— and then almost soft: her eyes clicked into each of
us, gauging our responses better, managing the skill of it,
guessing at her pause and its result: not a mile away, the
storm loitered in its feathers. ‘‘So isn’t that grotesque— to
kill for loving?”
And then: "But I felt curious? I told him I'd try it? I
plopped onto the bed?”
"Plopped?”
“I felt nervous? I don’t mind admitting it.”
Barbara said, “I wonder if you weren’t cool as the prover
bial cucumber.”
And then and there, at the corners of Marla’s eyes— it
felt like a convenient miracle— a few tears sprang up, shin
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ing as if on command, obedient, flashing into sewing nee
dles and darting back. “Cool—yes? But not— never— cold?
N ot cruel?”
And the storm almost rushed in and broke.
Serge hunched over his ale. “Take it easy with this, Bar
bara, all right?”
“As I said, I’m having some trouble. Don’t we have to
believe what she says?”
Marla said, “I’m coming to the part that even you w ill
have no trouble believing.” And there was her collapsible
smile again, just floating past. “So Kevin went ahead? I
mean, he simply chugged out O thello’s lines— “I that am
cruel am yet merciful;/I would not have thee linger in thy
pain./So, so’— and rammed his pillow over my face?”
Serge covered her hand with his own: probably he
wanted to offer a comforting word or two, but she ducked
past him.
“I squirmed? That pillow felt heavy as a manhole lid?”
Barbara said, “Oh, Jesu— a manhole lid.”
“A manhole lid. And I know that I panicked? Started to
hyperventilate?” She gulped. “I thought, For godssake,
we’re just a couple of actors trying out a scene. W hat is
this guy doing? But I heard him reciting above me, and
then felt him pinning me down while I wrestled under
him. And right then one of his hands shot under that p il
low in the dimness and tightened around my throat and
squeezed.”
“So it did happen,” said Barbara. She looked relieved.
“He did strangle you.” She pushed her leg tighter against
mine. “And the Marla that we now see before us is not the
real Marla at all. She is in fact one of the departed.”
“Almost, honey? Almost? And I must tell you that I
threatened to call the police? And that, needless to say, I
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w ill not be working with that wicked little bastard again,
or having anything to do with his passion for realism?”
“I should hope not.”
“And I’ll tell you as well— honey?— that I almost didn’t
make it here.”
Serge said, “The whole thing’s macabre. W hat did you
do?”
“It’s funny you ask because— nearly nothing? His hand
felt real gropey in that dark and for a moment, as I lunged
around, I thought, This— damn it— is it? I didn’t see my
life flash before me—that old drowning person’s experi
ence? Even as I felt I was drowning. And at the same time
my dread, my desperation, were grim and cozy and even
literary—this was Shakespeare, after all— and tragic and
sealed and final. I just knew they were final? And then—
God help me— his other hand slipped off my throat and
began to stroke my breasts? First one, then the other.
W ith a disgusting slickness? A morbid sensuality? W hile
he was trying to wring my neck and, all right, smother
me? And while I knew he was smothering me? Raping my
breasts? Tearing my blouse? I felt the tearing? I heard— I
know this m ight sound a dab freaky— the tearing of my
fairly expensive Italian blouse? So there in the middle of
dying and him fondling me all I could think of was that he
was ruining my blouse?— And then his moan. I’ve never
heard a moan like that—like some dying alley-cat? A
sucked-back type of heave? And then he let go? He just let
go-”
Serge said, “It’s completely appalling.”
Barbara said, “It’s definitely complex.”
I kept still in my breeze— my rush— of skepticism, con
vinced that I was listening to nonsense.
“And I came up gasping? Coughing? It took me twenty
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minutes to get my breath back? Just breathing? But it
wasn’t till almost an hour had passed, after he left— he
just rushed out, apologizing, he apologized effusively?—
that I realized what he had done?” She took a deep breath
and swanned her fingers behind her neck and started to
undo her choker. She slipped Barbara a wink. For some
reason that wink took me back to stories I had heard about
the Vietnam war: the enemy had waited concealed in un
derground tunnels while American B-52S swept overhead,
carpet-bombing: once they left, the Vietcong clambered
out. Hand-grenade ambushes blazed among the burning
vines and seared flowers, the enemy sappers protected by
flames and smoke. Marla removed her choker. Her face
sank back into ashes: it even ran mould-gray. “H e’d done
this?” She tilted her neck so we could see and fingered a
few red lines stretching across it. They seemed to dig into
the white skin, and looked wrinkled, like furrows. She had
covered them with a silver-white salve. “H e’d done this?”
W e all felt a bit stiff— I know I felt a spurt of nervous
embarrassment, plus the sort of melancholy wonder that
goes with knowing that you have been had: nobody is
crazy about that. Her fox eyes flitted into triumph, then
cocked pistols, then flirtatiousness, then small-caliber
menace. Around her the room seemed to darken, brighten,
dip into sulfurous gold: the air felt flammable, as if she
might set it on fire with a match or a bomb. She lounged
into the self-congratulatory smirk of the plucky amateur.
Her sneer slapped across the smudge of Serge’s mouth. Her
reward for K evin’s abuse was this pesky triumph, this w il
lowy gaze, and she patted his shoulder as he said, “You
were really brave”: dismissing him. The power of her sneer
seemed awesome: he blinked a pliant surrender. Between
them I thought I could see a painful, sweet alliance in the
16 8
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making, one that promised beauty and misery, a rubblestrewn road that stretched down months, maybe years of
bewildered mutual fascination.
So we paused: no medics or support troops were about,
and I felt only my certainty of defeat— a bit less nervous,
though, as Marla retied her choker and amid the lilac scent
and the chatter at the bar and our own quashed silence
Barbara said, “That’s good, very good— you’re good,” turn
ing to me and asking what I wanted to say. Her smile
looked a bit weak. Marla and Serge took me in with an
amiable military blankness.
I said, “Y es”— a bit achy, though— the physiotherapy
patient whose muscles have atrophied after lying for
strapped-in days in a hospital bed. “Sure.” I winced— and
then, without knowing why, I began to lie. It was not a
wicked lie, just one of those inventions about yourself that
you hope to get away with by assigning them to somebody
else: except in the sense that all these types of lies have
their price, as does telling the truth.
I smoothed out my napkin. I clasped my fingers. Then I
started telling them about Ralph, the lab technician I
worked with at Rutgers, the young Ph.D. candidate who
was helping me analyze trilobite fossils and who believed
in what he liked to call “the horror-story of tim e.”
Marla said, “I’m sure we'll find that just thrilling, Geof
frey? I am?”
I shambled through a few gullies of humiliation, dodg
ing amid squalls and bits of thunder where the wounded
lay about me twisting, bleeding. I had no idea where my
lie came from: it seemed to drop out of nowhere: “‘W ell,’
Ralph said, ‘I’ll tell you how I see it, this time horrorstory. Y ou ’ve got, let’s say, two neolithic parents living
into their mid-forties before they have their first and only
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children, a boy and a girl. But they’re denizens of the neo
lithic period— see?— and so you've got to get them, Mister
and Missus Homo Erectus, as hairy and grum bly and
scared of the local mastodons and saber-toothed tigers, and
even the plant life, which they don't admire because they
eat quadrupedal meat whenever they can track it and spear
it to death. They’re not too bright, these two, and even
worse, they’re apt to smash each other over the head when
they’re in a bad mood, or even when the mood is good. So
here’s what happens to this couple, who have survived
four-plus decades in a world of beatings, thuds, devourings, screams, bad jokes, maulings, scowls, chants at the
moon, fleas and indigestion. Their children invent the al
phabet. They learn to read. They write poetry. They recite
it. They invent physics, chemistry and biology. They also
come up with architecture and design castles and houses.
They discover the law of gravity. They invent the tele
scope. They wriggle in evolutionary theory. They establish
their parents’ descent from apes, which annoys them. They
discover relativity theory and explain the larger macrocosmic universe. They press on—there’s no stopping them.
They manufacture computers and robots. In their spare
time they invent rifles, bazookas, comic books and atomic
bombs. They toss in cars, planes, electrical machinery, an
tibiotics and prefab prisons. They build cities from plastic
and glass.’ ‘Yes, yes,’ I said. ‘So what’s your point?’ ‘I’m
coming to it. It’s simple, and here’s what I mean about the
time horror-story. These kids do all of this, all of it, in the
first two minutes of their lives.’ ‘O h .’ ‘See?’ ‘I think so.’ ‘In
just the first two minutes. That’s time as it really is. Or
human time in relation to the billions of years of cosmic
time. And that’s why the rest of the universe may be scared
of us, if it is, and I guess it m ight be. And it’s also why
{
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we’re scared of ourselves. Because we know in our heart of
hearts that w e’re just hapless rogues— and that’s why w e’re
suspicious of each other and even apt to murder each other.
W e don't know what's coming next with us.’ ‘But that’s
unnatural,’ I said, feeling confused. ‘It’s grotesque.’ ‘You
bet. Even the earliest Jews and Christians, who said we
were made in G od’s image, and that we inhabited a special
place under the stars, knew there was something fishy—
something unnatural— about us.’”
I stopped, feeling flustered with assigning my skewed
take on people, which also shocked me a bit, to good old
Ralph, who had never said any of it: did I know myself so
little?
Serge said, ‘‘And that’s it?”
“I guess it is.”
“That’s no good, Geoffrey. It’s just talk. It’s not experi
ence.”
“W ell, you m ight guess that I’ve spent most of my life
trying to avoid grotesque experiences.”
“So you want us to believe.”
Marla said, “W ell, I think it’s just fine?”
“It is fine,” said Barbara.
Marla looked apprehensive: her own victory must not
come too easy. “So you won’t be giving us your bit? You're
bowing out?”
“Oh, I wouldn’t do that.” Barbara pressed her leg against
mine, as a sign of reassurance. W e had our own pact, I real
ized, fiddling with my napkin: across the battlefield, col
umns of fresh troops seemed to slog through mud: no
storm would deter them, no tanks prevent their victory:
they would win despite the beastly weather. “I wouldn’t
dream of depriving you of my dress saga. ”
This turned out to be neither a saga nor very impressive,
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even if I did feel amazed at her frankness, at her exposing
so much of herself to these two people we did not know
very well. Only now, much later, do I see what led her into
going on: that it was more than any desire to win, that she
did not care about winning (in fact she did not win: Serge
and Marla saw to that: maybe they needed to: maybe even
the sight of Christ bloodied on the cross as Roman soldiers
lacerated his flesh with whips, and stabbed him once with
a lance, would have struck them as less grotesque than
Marla’s red-furrowed neck).
Barbara said, “I’m wearing my suicide dress. It’s not of
course for my suicide, but my foster mother’s, who killed
herself in it.”
“I do like that?”
“I thought you would.”
“I mean, that it’s not your suicide dress?”
“Y es.”
“O f course, sweetie? W e came here— I assume we came
here?— to play Grotesque, not live it?”
“My foster mother lived it.” Barbara’s face rose into pink.
She has very fair skin, so the slightest blush is visible. I
have no idea whether Marla and Serge noticed it, or
whether she blushed because she realized that it might be
too late to turn back. “Geoffrey plays with fossils— you
know that. I’m the musical type. But my foster mother—
she called herself, and maybe it was the truth, a Hungarian
princess transplanted to the U.S.— ran her own elegant
fashion scene, her peculiar version of it, out of our W est
Village apartment in a section of N ew York where nobody
cared much for fashion scenes.”
“She felt nostalgic?”
“She felt superior.”
Serge said, “N o W est Africa for her, I suppose. She
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would have felt superior to the poor.”
“That’s part of it. The rest is that she believed in
beauty— that beauty is life, the most important part of life.
More important than, say, helping the poor. Because the
poor, she would have said, also worship beauty. Everybody
does.”
“Her dress is beautiful?”
“Thanks for that.” She paused: her lips went flat. “She
first wore this dress, or so she said, at a party in Italy
where— she said— she had murdered her husband by poi
soning him. He was a bore, she said, and he’d also lost all
his money, so she got rid of him by lacing his wine with an
exotic Renaissance poison she’d learned about, at a dinner
party. She wore this antique dress when she did it because
she believed that a hideous act of that sort— and she knew
it was hideous—taking a risk for the sake of her own pleas
ure— m ight coax her beauty onto a new level— into a new
intensity?— of elegance. That was what she said. That was
what she told Geoffrey.”
I folded over my napkin. “That is what she said. W e
were having tea. On a Sunday at her apartment. Barbara
was off doing a concert tour.” O lga— the Hungarian prin
cess, my long vanished mother-in-law— glittered across
the battlefield: her tiny pointed face squirmed through the
snow and heat, floating over the hills matted with mud.
Serge said, “How awful,” but looked absorbed: horseflies,
a machete, the long jungle darkness shimmered through
his amber ale. “So you’re wearing the dress of a murderer.”
“If,” said Barbara, “she was one. She may have been ly
ing.”
I caressed my folded napkin. “W e don’t know if she was
a liar.” O lga’s sternness bent into me as she chattered on
about the supposed husband-murder: whether she was tell
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ing the truth or not, she was the best actress I had ever
seen: as she told her story, a slummy pestilential Venetian
atmosphere, rising through its rank odors, its expensive
statues and inevitabilities, gathered into the antiquecrowded living room of her apartment: the corners,
crowded with trunks full of posh fabrics and stuffed chairs,
trailed into the post-war canal city itself, with its infecting
damp, its old majesty, its marble, and O lga’s devotion to
beauty for the sake of an experience that would overwhelm
its own wretchedness with criminal freedom at the cost of
terror. Actually, O lga said, it was terror that produced the
greatest refinements of beauty— but never telling Barbara
and me about her terminal lymphatic cancer, never giving
us a hint that when she drank her last fatal glass of wine
alone just a few days later, she would be wearing the same
black dress of all those years ago when— she said— she had
murdered her husband.
Barbara slid her knee away from mine. “O lga chose sui
cide to promote her own lack of guilt. She felt no guilt, for
herself, for anyone. She killed herself for power, over Geof
frey, over me— for our guilt, as a command to submit.” As
I may have hinted, Barbara has her smart pride. “So I wear
this dress for revenge. My own revenge of hope on terror.
And it wins. And if I play my music well, and I know I
did, out west and up north— I do know it— I try to honor
the sax sounds because I know they are somehow not mine-but where do they come from?— by wearing her dress. She
must not win. The grotesque must not w in.”
Serge hunched into a hesitation. “Let’s hope not. Let’s do
that”: his old woman biting into her hand smirked into his
nodding.
Marla took a sip of ale. “And yet— we’re here to play the
game? So just now the grotesque shall triumph?”
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“It won’t,” said Barbara. “It can’t. That’s not natural, and
nature triumphs.”
“N ot here, honey? N ot for thirty bucks.”
There erupted a glassy crash at the bar— a bottle had
fallen— and through a flinty brittleness, Barbara grinned
at us: “I say, Fuck those thirty bucks.”
N o one spoke. N o one could. N o one wanted to.
W e did speak a couple of minutes later, oh, sure, but not
a lot, and with a rigid sort of tact, and voted and paid up.
Out in the street, in the snow, under a street lamp, Barbara
took my arm: the old coziness shone in her eyes and the
battlefield fluttered away on spangles of light, shedding its
crimson chips among the snowflakes. “Back in there, Geof
frey, you lied.”
I admitted it.
“How good. N ot that you lied, but that you say so.” She
smiled into the air and me, and her cheeks rose into pink,
but with cold and cleanness. “A good game, wasn’t it? It
was— wasn't it?— just like making music. Just like that.”
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